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Abstract 9 

Insects rely heavily on sampling information from their environment for survival and 10 

fitness. Different sensory channels with dedicated downstream neural substrates are 11 

programmed to fine tune these signals and translate them into usable instructions to 12 

mediate complex behaviors. Sensory information can also be learned and stored as 13 

memories that influence decisions in the future. The learning of unimodal sensory signals, 14 

especially olfaction, has been studied extensively in different conditioning paradigms in 15 

different insects. Using the Drosophila melanogaster model in our work, we first 16 

investigated differences in the efficiencies of aversive associative visual and olfactory 17 

learning using sensory cues that are innately very attractive, such as blue or green light 18 

as well as food odors found in fruits or yeast. We then combined the presentation of visual 19 

and olfactory sensory stimuli during training to study the effect of bimodal integration on 20 

learning performance. When trained unimodally, flies did not easily learn visual stimuli, 21 

but when trained bimodally, they developed a significant short-term visual memory after 22 

a single learning trial. The bimodal training also suppressed the phototaxis response of 23 

the flies to near abolishment. However, a similar training did not enhance the short-term 24 

olfactory memory and in some cases, even caused reduction in strength. An 25 

enhancement after bimodal training was only seen with a weak long-term olfactory 26 

memory retrieved after 24h. Our study demonstrates that bimodal sensory integration is 27 

not always synergistic, but is conditional upon the training paradigm and inherent learning 28 

abilities of the sensory modalities involved.  29 

 30 

 31 
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 2 

Introduction 33 

 34 

All organisms develop intricate sensory relationships with the environment around them. 35 

These interactions are essential to sustain and propagate life across diverse habitats. 36 

Insects, being one of the most versatile organisms to walk the Earth, depend enormously 37 

on these sensory interactions to perform a wide variety of behaviors, therefore providing 38 

strong research interests for entomologists and neurobiologists alike. The use of sensory 39 

signals to elicit foraging, courtship, mating and predatory behaviors have been long 40 

studied and characterized across different insect orders [1–10]. Although insects are 41 

equipped with dedicated unimodal sensory apparatus on their bodies and in the brain, 42 

signals available in the nature are hardly isolated and insects perform extensive 43 

multisensory consolidation before these signals become usable instructions for guiding a 44 

behavior. The integration of sensory information deriving from diverse sensory modalities 45 

occurs in specific brain centers. In vertebrates, the cortex and the superior colliculus are 46 

known to perform this function with the help of bi- and trimodal neurons [11–13]. In 47 

insects, different higher-order centers such as the mushroom body, the lateral horn and 48 

the central complex are shown to receive multimodal information from different sensory 49 

pathways [14–17]. 50 

In different scenarios, sensory systems interact with and affect one another. 51 

Associations are often made using these sensory signals to remember potential 52 

outcomes in a specific situation. Both beneficial and adverse outcomes are learned and 53 

retained in the insect brain for either a short or a long period. Research in learning and 54 

memory across decades has shown that insects can learn olfactory and visual signals, 55 

with some orders showing more acuity in this ability than others. Honeybees can learn to 56 

associate odors and several attributes of a visual information such as shapes, colors and 57 

patterns with potential rewards or punishments [1,6,18]. Vinegar flies (Drosophila 58 

melanogaster), while investigated thoroughly for their remarkable olfactory learning ability 59 

[19,20], do not exhibit comparable strengths in color learning [21,22]. Ants, on the other 60 

hand, learn both olfactory and visual cues in the process of foraging and nest identification 61 

but exhibit much faster learning rates, when exposed to bimodal  cues [23–25].  62 

Conventional olfactory associative conditioning experiments have been 63 

extensively investigated in D. melanogaster using a T-maze [20,26,27]. While  a specific 64 

circular conditioning arena was developed to study color learning in flies [22,28], tethered 65 
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 3 

flight arenas are also commonly used to investigate both pattern learning and 66 

multisensory integration during flight behaviors [29–31]. One of the first evidences of 67 

cross-modal information transfer was also seen in a flight simulator, where bimodal 68 

training of poorly learned unimodal stimuli showed enhanced memory performances in 69 

both pattern and odor learning [32]. This observation warrants an important question – is 70 

the presence of an additional stimulus reinforcing the same outcome always beneficial in 71 

the process of learning or is it conditional upon the requirements of the insect?  72 

In an attempt to answer this question, we aimed to dissect the effects of bimodal 73 

associative conditioning on visual and olfactory learning in the fly. Although studies on 74 

color vision in D. melanogaster have clearly stated the ability of these flies in perceiving 75 

and preferring different wavelengths [33–35], work done using color stimuli in associative 76 

conditioning experiments have not yielded very high learning performances. In fact, for 77 

aversive conditioning assays, flies require intense training trials for achieving high 78 

learning scores and the acquired visual memory decays almost entirely after 6 hours [21]. 79 

These characteristics of color learning make it a very interesting paradigm to be used as 80 

a component of bimodal training. In our work, we adapted and modified the conventional 81 

Tully T-maze to present the flies with either unimodal or bimodal olfactory (odors) and 82 

visual stimuli (lights of different wavelengths) that are paired with an aversive 83 

reinforcement (electric shock). We show that bimodal training selectively enhances weak 84 

or reduced unimodal olfactory and visual memories, but the composite bimodal memory 85 

itself is not stronger than the unimodal olfactory memory. We therefore propose that 86 

bimodal integration has diverse effects on the learning and memory performances of 87 

different stimuli.  88 

 89 

 90 

 91 

 92 

 93 

 94 

 95 

 96 

 97 
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 4 

RESULTS 99 

 100 

Flies exhibit varied learning performances for olfactory and visual stimuli. 101 

In order to investigate the differences in unimodal and bimodal learning of vision and 102 

olfaction, we adapted and modified the conventional Tully T-maze (Fig. 1A). Pulsated 103 

odor flow and homogeneous illumination from individual LED arrays were paired with the 104 

delivery of electric shocks. This design allows for both synchronous and separated 105 

presentation of sensory stimuli, depending on the experimental requirements (Fig. 1B). 106 

We used two food odors found in fruits or yeast that are attractive for the flies - acetoin 107 

acetate (AAC) and ethyl butyrate (ETB) [36] – as well as two wavelengths of light - Blue 108 

(452 nm) and Green (520 nm) - that are perceived by distinct visual receptor neurons 109 

[28,37,38] and have been shown to be distinguishable in previous visual learning 110 

paradigms [22]. We used two kinds of aversive training in our modified T-maze set-up. 111 

First, we employed an absolute conditioning paradigm (Fig. 1C, D), where we trained flies 112 

to associate an odor or color with an electric shock of 90V. In the testing phase, the flies 113 

were allowed to choose between the odor and the solvent (or the illuminated vs. the non-114 

illuminated control arm of the T-maze) in the absence of the reinforcement. As a second 115 

learning paradigm we used a differential conditioning protocol (Fig. 1G, H), where we first 116 

trained the flies to associate one odor or color  (conditioned stimulus, CS+) with the 117 

electric shock, while another odor or color was not paired with any reinforcement (CS-). 118 

Post training, the choices between the two odors or colors were tested. Naive preference 119 

of the flies to the different stimuli was monitored throughout the experiment and an innate 120 

preference index (PI) was calculated. The preference indices were used to quantify the 121 

change in behavior of the flies towards the odors and the colors before and after training. 122 

Each odor and color was trained and indexed separately to assess individual learning 123 

capacities. 124 

When presented with a choice against the solvent paraffin oil (PO), the flies 125 

showed a significant innate attraction towards the odors. Following one-trial aversive 126 

conditioning, this attraction shifted into significant avoidance with the flies choosing the 127 

solvent arm consistently (Fig. 1E). In the differentially trained learning paradigm, the 128 

concentrations of the odors were standardized beforehand to abolish any innate bias, 129 

such that both odors were preferred equally by naïve flies. After differential training, flies 130 

exhibited strong aversive learning of the trained odor and shifted their preference to the 131 
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 5 

arm with the CS- odor (Fig. 1I). We also observed that a one-trial differential training was 132 

sufficient to achieve the same strength of memory as a four-trial training with an inter-133 

training interval (ITI) of 1 minute emphasizing the ability of the flies to perform very 134 

efficient aversive olfactory learning performances (Fig. 1I). 135 

Owing to strong phototaxis behavior, flies showed high preferences to both tested 136 

wavelengths when tested for their choice between the illuminated and the non-illuminated 137 

arms of the T-maze. In our experiments, we show that unimodal training of the light with 138 

an electric shock caused significant reduction in phototaxis (Fig.1 D, F). Unlike previous 139 

protocols for visual learning [28], we did not present any electric shock during the test 140 

phase in order to arouse the flies. While the reduction of phototaxis indicates a successful 141 

reinforcement of the punishment, it is also evident from these results that the strength of 142 

the training is not sufficient to entirely overcome the innate phototaxis response of the 143 

flies. Conceivably, phototaxis represents a strong innate driving force that cannot be 144 

easily countered. Therefore, we again turned to a differential conditioning paradigm to 145 

circumvent this issue. Similar to the differential olfactory training, the intensities of the 146 

blue and green wavelengths were optimized to ensure minimum innate bias to one of the 147 

wavelengths so that naïve flies were equally distributed in both the arms of the T-maze 148 

before training. The one-trial differential training of visual stimuli did not yield significant 149 

learning performances, but when the training cycle was repeated four times, flies 150 

exhibited robust visual learning. (Fig. 1H, J). Put together, our results demonstrate that 151 

the same training paradigm results in varying strengths of aversive learning for olfactory 152 

and visual stimuli. 153 

 154 

 155 

Presence of odor during training enhances visual learning in an absolute 156 

conditioning paradigm. 157 

After successfully establishing unimodal olfactory and visual aversive conditioning in our 158 

set-up, we next aimed to dissect the effect of a bimodal training paradigm on the unimodal 159 

visual and olfactory learning performance of flies. We first addressed the question if a 160 

combination of two sensory modalities during associative learning can lead to stronger 161 

learning efficiency. We delivered three different kinds of CS+, a unimodal olfactory, a 162 

unimodal visual and a bimodal (odor + light) stimulus (Fig. 2A-C). Unimodally trained flies 163 

were tested only with the trained olfactory or visual stimulus, while bimodally trained flies 164 
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 6 

were tested either with the composite bimodal stimulus or with its individual olfactory and 165 

visual components (Fig. 2C). Notably, bimodal training of flies followed by bimodal testing 166 

yielded the same strength of memory as unimodal olfactory training (Fig. 2D). However, 167 

it is difficult to conclude the individual contribution of each sensory modality in this 168 

composite memory performance, especially since an additive effect was not evident. We 169 

therefore turned our attention to the individual retrieval of olfactory and visual memory 170 

responses after bimodal training. The olfactory memory of bimodally trained flies was not 171 

significantly different from that of the flies that were trained unimodally. We hypothesize 172 

that this lack of enhancement could be attributed to the already strong olfactory memory, 173 

which cannot be further enhanced by the addition of a visual stimulus during training. 174 

Interestingly, when flies were trained bimodally but tested unimodally with only the light 175 

stimulus, we observed a striking reduction in the phototaxis response. Hence, an 176 

improved visual memory was observed in comparison to the unimodally trained to the 177 

visual stimulus. In this experiment, the absence of the odor during the test phase negates 178 

any direct effect of the strongly learned odor response and retains only the visual memory 179 

following bimodal training. These results indicate that the presence of an odor along with 180 

a light stimulus leads to stronger acquisition of a visual memory. 181 

 182 

One-trial differential bimodal training of colors yields significant visual memory 183 

We next turned to the differential training paradigm to test whether a similar enhancement 184 

of visual memory also occurs in another learning paradigm (Fig. 3A). Innate preferences 185 

were always tested for all experimental conditions before training and they served as 186 

controls for comparison with the learned responses. Bimodal training consisted of one 187 

odor and color combination (e.g. AAC and Green) serving as CS+ and another 188 

combination serving as CS- (e.g. ETB and Blue). Following bimodal training, testing was 189 

carried out in three different categories as described before to analyze (i) a composite 190 

bimodal memory, (ii) an olfactory memory and (iii) a visual memory. We performed a one-191 

trial differential bimodal training (i.e. 1x) for all possible odor and color combinations. For 192 

deducing the effect of bimodal training only on the visual memory, we trained the flies to 193 

the bimodal stimulus but tested them afterwards only to the light stimulus, excluding the 194 

effect of a learned odor bias (Fig. 3A). We observed that a significant avoidance was 195 

displayed towards the trained color even in the absence of the paired odor during testing. 196 

The addition of odor information during the training procedure induced a significant visual 197 
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 7 

memory to emerge, while training with only a unimodal visual stimulus did not yield any 198 

memory. This effect was evident across all color and odor combinations (Fig. 3B-E). 199 

Conversely, in order to identify the effect of bimodal training on only the olfactory memory, 200 

we trained the flies to the bimodal stimulus but tested them afterwards only to the odor 201 

stimulus, excluding the effect of any color bias. Notably, in these experiments we 202 

observed a reduction in the strength of the olfactory memory. In two combinations 203 

(AAC+Blue and ETB+Blue), the unimodally retrieved olfactory memory after bimodal 204 

training was significantly weaker than the unimodal olfactory memory (Fig. 3D, E), while 205 

we observed a trend of reduction in the other two combinations. In three combinations, 206 

the composite bimodal memory was weaker when compared to the unimodal olfactory 207 

memory (Fig. 3C, D, and E). 208 

In order to confirm the role of the olfactory input in enhancing a short-term visual 209 

memory, we performed the same experiments for one combination (AAC and Green) with 210 

olfactory mutant flies that lack the odorant receptor co-receptor (Orco) and the ionotropic 211 

receptor co-receptor (Ir8a) (Fig. 4A). While Orco is coexpressed with odorant receptors 212 

(ORs) and is crucial for proper OR functioning, IR8a plays a role in IR-mediated acid and 213 

aldehyde sensing [39]. Mutant flies lacking the expression of Orco and Ir8a cannot detect 214 

the odors that were used in our assay and therefore did not show any significant olfactory 215 

memory. Subsequently, they also did not reveal any significant visual memory after being 216 

bimodally trained to both an odor and a visual stimulus (Fig. 4B). These results 217 

emphasize the importance of an olfactory stimulus, especially the learned response to 218 

the odors, in the formation of a visual memory after bimodal training. This observation 219 

further confirms that bimodal integration underlies the enhancement of visual memory.  220 

 221 

Bimodal training selectively enhances weakened olfactory and visual memories 222 

Our initial experiments showed that flies exhibit a significant visual memory in a 223 

differential conditioning paradigm after four training trials (Fig. 1J). In order to investigate 224 

whether the strength of the observed visual memory can be enhanced even further, we 225 

performed four-trial bimodal training experiments (i.e. 4x) with an inter-trial interval of 1 226 

minute using one odor-color combination (AAC and Green) (Fig. 5A). Although we 227 

observed a trend of an increase when we trained the flies to a bimodal stimulus and 228 

retrieved only the visual memory, it was not significantly greater than unimodal visual 229 

memory, indicating that an upper limit might exist for the learning strength of visual stimuli. 230 
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Additionally, similar to the previous experiments (Fig. 3D, E), a significant decrease was 231 

observed in the strength of the olfactory memory when it was retrieved separately after 232 

four trials of differential bimodal training (Fig. 5B). We also note here that the composite 233 

bimodal memory retrieved after bimodal training was not stronger, but rather similar to 234 

the unimodal olfactory memory. 235 

In experiments where testing immediately followed the one-trial training protocol, 236 

we observed that bimodal training had an incremental effect on weak/ non-existent visual 237 

learning. These results provide evidence for a learning enhancement in at least one 238 

modality as a consequence of bimodal integration. However, the observation that we 239 

could not achieve a similar effect for olfactory learning led us to investigate potential 240 

underlying causes. We hypothesized that, while retrieved as a short-term memory (STM), 241 

both one- and four-trial aversive olfactory training protocols achieved maximum learning 242 

efficiency, with little capacity for further memory enhancement. In addition, we also 243 

considered that enhancement following bimodal integration, if any, might not be 244 

prominently visible in our assay with such high unimodal learning scores. In order to test 245 

these hypotheses, we worked with a compromised or weakened olfactory memory that 246 

would provide us a window to observe an improvement. We performed experiments using 247 

the four-trial differential training protocol described before, but tested for long-term 248 

memory (LTM) after a period of 24 h (Fig. 5A). Innate preferences to different stimuli were 249 

observed and indexed on the day of testing. Two different combinations were used as 250 

CS+ (i.e. AAC and Green or ETB and Blue). 251 

As expected, unimodal LTM for both odors was weaker than the STM that was 252 

obtained after the four-trial differential training protocol, with ETB retaining an even lower 253 

LTM than AAC (Fig.5C, D). Notably, when bimodally trained but retrieved only with the 254 

odor after 24 h, flies exhibited a strengthened long-term olfactory memory for the odors. 255 

However, consistent with previous studies, we observed no visual LTM. This led us to 256 

conclude that in spite of not retaining any significant LTM of its own, simply the presence 257 

of a visual stimulus during the training procedure leads to a stronger long-term olfactory 258 

memory. We also observed a reduced composite bimodal memory in case of AAC and 259 

Green and none for ETB and Blue when compared to the unimodal olfactory learning or 260 

short term bimodal learning. We attribute this observation to the complete lack of a visual 261 

LTM and the weakly retained LTMs of the respective odors. 262 

 263 
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 9 

DISCUSSION 264 

We developed a modified T-maze that was adapted from the conventional Tully-T to 265 

perform aversive unimodal and bimodal learning experiments. Our set-up consisted of 266 

simplified T-arms and the use of an improved odor delivery system that ensured 267 

consistent odor concentration throughout the experimental duration (observed and 268 

quantified for up to 6 h). We used a pulsed odor delivery that was synchronized exactly 269 

to the shock presentation, providing maximum overlap between them (see Materials and 270 

Methods). In addition, we employed LED panels to deliver the light stimulation in a 271 

homogeneous manner along the length of our training and testing tube. The use of the 272 

same experimental apparatus to study both aversive olfactory and visual learning aided 273 

in studying the differences in learning efficiencies of the two sensory modalities. Using 274 

this method, significant learning scores were achieved after aversive visual training. 275 

Furthermore, the odors that we used in our study are attractive food-derived compounds 276 

that elicit innate attraction in flies. The high learning scores that were observed for these 277 

odors and colors reaffirm the versatility of our assay. 278 

 279 

Learning and memory performances vary for distinct stimuli, both within and 280 

across modalities 281 

In our study, we demonstrate that identical training paradigms yield varying learning 282 

performances for different odors and colors. D. melanogaster exhibits a very strong short-283 

term aversive olfactory memory following a one-trial training paradigm. We show that 284 

repeating the same training cycle for four times with an ITl of 1 minute does not lead to 285 

an enhancement of learning. However, the same one-trial training paradigm did not 286 

generate any visual learning, which required repeated reinforcements with four training 287 

trials. This could be attributed to the large extent up to which flies rely on olfaction to 288 

perform diverse behaviors. It is a clear advantage to learn and remember associations, 289 

which are essential for survival in nature using the most reliable sensory information that 290 

is also perceived with high precision by the insect. Although shared circuits in the 291 

mushroom body underlie both visual and olfactory learning [22], with our experiments, we 292 

also see differences in the ease of acquisition, strength of learning and retention between 293 

the two modalities, suggesting that intricate differences may still exist in the learning 294 

circuitry for both of them. The significant suppression of phototaxis after one-trial absolute 295 

conditioning can still be regarded as clear visual learning, while the same training protocol 296 
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 10 

in a differential paradigm did not yield similar results. In the latter paradigm, flies required 297 

the training cycle to be repeated four times to show a significant aversive visual memory. 298 

It can be speculated that wavelength discrimination as a consequence of conditioning 299 

requires intense training trials, while the discrimination between the presence and 300 

absence of light (as in the case of absolute conditioning) can be learned and remembered 301 

more easily. These results indicate that unimodal visual learning, specifically 302 

discriminatory color learning, may not be employed by D. melanogaster in nature as 303 

extensively as odor learning to mediate crucial behavioral decisions.  304 

 305 

Bimodal integration has opposing effects on olfactory and visual memory 306 

performances 307 

Research involving bimodal sensory processing in the past has proven that cross-modal 308 

facilitations enhance innate as well as memory performances of the interacting sensory 309 

modalities [40–44]. However, our work shows that such enhancements in the context of 310 

learning are conditional. Using wavelength discrimination as form of weak visual learning, 311 

we corroborate the work done in the tethered flight arena, where sub-threshold pattern 312 

learning of heat beams was enhanced by the addition of odor during the training [32,45]. 313 

Furthermore, we also provide evidence that olfactory stimuli that are already strongly 314 

learned and memorized, do not benefit from bimodal training. Our results even indicate a 315 

reduction in the short-term olfactory memory when retrieved separately after bimodal 316 

training, because it might be negatively impacted by the presence of a weakly learned 317 

visual stimulus (Fig. 3B-E). Weak visual memory showed a clear improvement after 318 

bimodal training specifically in experiments where unimodal training was fruitless (Fig. 319 

3B-E). However, we also demonstrate that in a four-trial associative training, where an 320 

upper capacity for unimodal visual memory is already achieved, a significant 321 

enhancement could no longer be seen even after bimodal training (Fig. 5B). We also 322 

show an increase in the reduced olfactory LTM after bimodal training. This could be either 323 

an enhancement effect or a stabilization in the LTM circuit that slows down the decay of 324 

the memory trace and improves memory retrieval. However, this mechanism is difficult to 325 

pinpoint without further experiments targeting the memory consolidation process after 326 

unimodal and bimodal training. When using weakly learned stimuli such ETB or Blue, we 327 

were not able to see a bimodal memory after 24 h. This implies that the inherent strength 328 
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 11 

of unimodal memories could also contribute to the extent up to which bimodal training can 329 

affect them.  330 

Learned outcomes in nature that cannot be associated or retrieved by one sensory 331 

modality can be supplemented by the presence of a different, strongly associated sensory 332 

modality. However, when the reinforcements are strong enough to sustain a unimodal 333 

memory association, the presence of an additional modality does not augment the 334 

learning anymore and can even cause detrimental effects if the additional modality is in 335 

itself weakly learned. In conclusion, we see that the effect of bimodal integration is not 336 

always synergistic or additive, but is conditional upon the learning abilities of the 337 

participating modalities. Future studies should be dedicated to elucidate the underlying 338 

neuronal circuitry and to pinpoint the neuronal sites in the fly brain accomplishing 339 

multimodal integration. While visually-selective Kenyon Cells in the mushroom bodies are 340 

required for appetitive bimodal associative learning as recently shown [46], the neuronal 341 

substrate for aversive bimodal associative learning as used in our study most likely 342 

represents distinct circuits which remain so far elusive.  343 

 344 

 345 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 346 

 347 

Fly rearing 348 

Corn-meal agar was used as a food medium to raise flies at 25°C and 70% humidity in 349 

incubators manufactured by SnijdersLabs. 12:12 Light/ Dark cycle was followed to 350 

preserve circadian rhythms. All behavioral experiments were performed with wild-type 351 

Canton-S flies, except in one experiment with olfactory mutants where a double Orco2 / 352 

Ir8a2 mutant was used. This line was a kind gift from Yael Grosjean. Adults of both female 353 

and male sexes were used in the learning assays. 354 

 355 

Stimulus presentation in behavioral experiments 356 

a. Odor delivery 357 

Two attractive odors were used in our experiments - acetoin acetate (AAC, CAS No. 358 

4906-24-5, SIGMA) and ethyl butyrate (ETB, CAS No.105-54-4, SIGMA). As we observed 359 

highly fluctuating odor concentrations during the span of the experiment with the 360 

conventionally used cubical contraptions, we adapted a new method of odor delivery. 361 
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Custom-modified 4 mL HPLC glass vials (supplier) containing 1 mL of odorant were fitted 362 

with a metal capillary of a maximum diameter of 2.5 mm and were placed inside larger 363 

250 mL bottles (Schott GmBH). Clean, compressed and humidified air was allowed to 364 

pass through these bottles at a constant and controlled flow rate of 0.35 L/min, which was 365 

then carried along with the headspace of the bottle to the T-maze using Teflon tubes. 366 

Flow rates were controlled using digital flow meters. Volatile odor molecules in the glass 367 

vials evaporated into the headspace. An equilibrium of odor concentration was 368 

established and maintained with the headspace in the larger bottles. Standardization of 369 

the volatile measurement was done using Gas Chromatography coupled Mass 370 

Spectrometry (GC-MS). We observed that one hour of odor accumulation in the larger 371 

bottle followed by one hour of flushing with clean air was required to achieve consistent 372 

odor concentrations for a total pulsing duration of 6 h using the pure AAC and 1% ETB 373 

(solvent – paraffin oil, PO) in the glass vials. These concentrations elicited equal 374 

preference from the flies in a choice assay. Odor at a flow rate 0.35 mL/minute was 375 

delivered in pulses of 2 s followed by 2 s of only humidified air with 72% relative humidity 376 

maintained in the entire arena. Odor pulses were controlled with fast solenoid valves 377 

(Festo – Esslingen, Germany). 378 

 379 

b. Light delivery 380 

Custom made (3D-printed) contraptions with non-reflective black coating on the outside 381 

and a fitted LED panel on the inside (Roschwege, Greifenstein, Germany) of specific 382 

wavelengths - Blue (452 nm) and Green (520 nm) - were used to surround the entire 383 

length of the testing and the training tubes to ensure homogenous illumination of the 384 

arena. The training and testing tubes were made of transparent polymethyl methacrylate 385 

(PMMA). An intensity dimmer (HK Datentechnik, Dormagen, Germany) was fitted with the 386 

power supply for the LEDs (Meanwell, Taiwan) to standardize the optimal light intensities 387 

for the two wavelengths that ensured neutral innate preferences for the flies when given 388 

a choice. 389 

 390 

c. Synchronization with the electric shock 391 

The synchronization of the light stimulus, odor pulses and the electric shock was 392 

programmed using LOGO Direct Digital Control (DDC - Siemens LOGO, Munich, 393 
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Germany). The odor pulses and the electric shock were synchronized to ensure sufficient 394 

temporal overlap and the light was presented uniformly across the duration of the 395 

protocol. A delay of approximately 200ms was measured in the odor delivery and was 396 

taken into account, while programming the synchronization.  397 

 398 

Aversive Conditioning Protocol 399 

The T-maze was a custom- made 3D printed arena (white or black polyoxymethylene 400 

material) adapted and simplified from the conventional Tully T-maze. For experiments 401 

with phototaxis, black arenas were used to ensure least interference from the reflected 402 

light during the testing phase. A group of 70-80 flies that were 4-5 days old were aspirated 403 

into the training tube that was lined with an embedded copper grid (CON- Elektronik, 404 

Germany). Aversive reinforcement of the stimulus (CS+) was provided for one minute 405 

(odor/ light/ odor + light presentation) paired with 90V electric shock. Training consisted 406 

of 15 shock pulses, each pulse lasting 1.8s followed by an interval of 2.2 s. After training, 407 

flies were given 30 s of clean air. In case of absolute conditioning, this interval was for 1 408 

min and then followed by one minute of testing (odor vs paraffin oil). In differential 409 

conditioning, the 30 s interval was followed by 1 min of CS- presentation (without shock). 410 

One minute after the presentation of CS-, testing was done for 1 min or 90s in some 411 

experiments. Suction was always provided to prevent odor contamination or accumulation 412 

in the center of the maze. The tube lined with the copper grid was used in both the training 413 

and the testing phase to reproduce the same contexts. All training and testing were done 414 

at 25℃ in a dark arena. Flies inside the arena were handled only in red light. Preference 415 

indices were calculated for the innate choice as well as the learned choices using the 416 

following formula: 417 

 418 

 419 

 420 

 421 

 422 

 423 

In experiments where long-term memory retrieval was necessary, trained flies were 424 

collected and stored in vials with food at 25°C and darkness for 24 h.  425 

# Flies (Stimulus) - # Flies (Control) 

Preference Index (PI): 

# Flies (Stimulus) + # Flies (Control) 
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 426 

 427 

Statistical Analysis 428 

All statistical analyses and graphs were made using the software OriginPro2019 429 

9.6.0.172 (OriginLab corporation). At a significance level of 0.05, data sets were checked 430 

for normal distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk test. When normality was established, 431 

comparisons between the groups were done using One-Way ANOVA followed by either 432 

Bonferroni correction or a post-hoc Tukey’s test. The significance level was set at 0.05. 433 

For data with non-parametric distribution, Kruskal Wallis test and a post-hoc Dunn- 434 

Bonferroni test were carried out. Comparison between two normally distributed groups 435 

was done using unpaired two-tailed Student’s T-test.  436 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 592 

 593 

Figure 1. D. melanogaster exhibits varied aversive learning responses for different 594 

odors and colors. A. Image of the T-maze design adapted and optimized from the 595 

conventional Tully-T apparatus. The LED contraptions are kept open for illustration 596 

purposes. B. Schematic of the inside of a training tube during stimuli presentation. C, D. 597 

Training protocol for absolute olfactory and visual conditioning, respectively. E. 598 

Preference indices for acetoin acetate (AAC) and ethyl butyrate (ETB) before and after 599 

absolute aversive conditioning. Significant aversive olfactory memory was seen in flies 600 

for both AAC and ETB. F. Preference indices for blue and green wavelengths before and 601 

after absolute aversive conditioning. Significant suppression of phototaxis, but no 602 

avoidance was seen for both blue and green wavelengths. G, H. Training protocol for 603 

differential olfactory and visual conditioning, respectively. I. Preference indices for AAC 604 

before and after one-trial and four-trial (1x/ 4x) training. Aversive olfactory memory was 605 

strong and similar between 1x and 4x training protocols. J. Preference indices for green 606 

before and after 1x/ 4x training. Aversive visual memory in flies is weak and was not seen 607 

in the 1x differential training protocol. When training trials are increased to four, a 608 

significant visual memory was observed. Each data point represents one experimental 609 

trial with 60-80 flies. Comparison between two normally distributed groups were carried 610 

out using parametric unpaired two-sample student T-test (***p<0.001). 611 

 612 

Figure 2. Presence of odor during absolute conditioning enhances unimodal visual 613 

memory. A, B. Training protocol for absolute aversive unimodal olfactory and visual 614 

conditioning. C. Training protocol for absolute aversive bimodal conditioning with three 615 

different testing protocols. D. Preference indices for AAC, Green and AAC and Green 616 

plotted before and after unimodal and bimodal training. Visual memory retrieval after 617 

bimodal training shows much stronger phototaxis compared to only unimodal visual 618 

training. Olfactory memory retrieval after bimodal training does not differ significantly from 619 

only unimodal olfactory training. Statistical comparisons between more than three 620 

normally distributed data sets were made using one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni 621 

correction and Tukey’s post-hoc test (**p<0.01, ***p<0.0001). Comparison between two 622 
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normally distributed data sets was made using unpaired Student T-test with a Welch’s 623 

correction (***p<0.0001) 624 

 625 

Figure 3. One-trial differential bimodal training of colors yields significant short-626 

term visual memory. A. General training protocols for differential unimodal olfactory, 627 

visual and bimodal training along with corresponding testing procedure. B, C, D, E. 628 

Preference indices before and after unimodal and bimodal differential training, plotted for 629 

different combinations of odors and colors. Emergence of visual memory can be seen 630 

across combinations after bimodal training. A reduction of olfactory memory was also 631 

observed when flies were bimodally trained, but unimodally retrieved. Composite bimodal 632 

memory was not stronger than unimodal olfactory memory. All statistical comparisons 633 

between normally distributed data sets were made using one-way ANOVA followed by 634 

Bonferroni correction and Tukey’s post-hoc test. Kruskal Wallis test followed by Dunn-635 

Bonferroni correction was done for comparisons between three or more groups that had 636 

non-parametric properties (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001).  637 

 638 

Figure 4. Olfactory mutants do not show an enhanced short-term visual memory 639 

after bimodal training. A. General training protocols for differential unimodal olfactory, 640 

visual and bimodal training along with corresponding testing procedure. B. Preference 641 

indices before and after unimodal and bimodal differential training for double olfactory 642 

mutants lacking Orco and IR8a co-receptors. Inability of the flies to detect odors abolishes 643 

olfactory learning and therefore does not show a significant visual memory after bimodal 644 

training. All statistical comparisons were made using one-way ANOVA followed by 645 

Bonferroni correction and Tukey’s post-hoc test (ns – not significant, p>0.05)  646 

 647 

Figure 5. Bimodal training selectively enhances weakened olfactory and visual 648 

memories. A. General four-trial (4x) training protocols, with an inter-training interval of 1 649 

min, for differential unimodal olfactory, visual and bimodal training along with 650 

corresponding testing protocols. Short-term testing was done 1 min after the last training 651 

cycle. Long-term testing was done 24 h after the last training cycle. B. Short-term 652 

memories retrieved after four-trial training plotted as changes in preference indices of the 653 

flies to AAC, Green and AAC + Green before and after unimodal/ bimodal training. Four 654 
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training trials lead to significant short-term visual memory to form. This is not enhanced 655 

further when bimodally trained, but unimodally retrieved. A reduction of olfactory memory 656 

was observed when bimodal trained, but unimodally retrieved. Composite bimodal 657 

memory was similar in strength to unimodal olfactory memory. For comparisons between 658 

groups with odor treatment, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni correction and 659 

Tukey’s post-hoc test was done (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001). For comparisons between groups 660 

with visual treatment, Kruskal Wallis test followed by Dunn-Bonferroni correction was 661 

done (***p<0.001). C, D. Long-term memories (LTM) retrieved after four-trial training 662 

plotted as changes in preference indices of the flies to different combinations of stimuli, 663 

before and after unimodal/ bimodal training. Strengthening of olfactory LTM was observed 664 

following bimodal training. Complete absence of visual LTM was also observed. For 665 

comparisons between normally distributed datasets, one-way ANOVA followed by 666 

Bonferroni correction and Tukey’s post-hoc test was done (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001). For 667 

comparisons between groups with visual treatment, Kruskal Wallis test followed by Dunn-668 

Bonferroni correction was done (***p<0.001).  669 
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